
European CF Big-way Training 2022 @ Hungriger Wolf

Bulletin 2 - Information

The camp will take place July 6th through 10th  as scheduled

On the 6th we will start doing the registration of everybody and determine everyone's exact exit weight. 
Please take care that you all bring your licences, parachute papers and insurance valid for jumping in 
Germany. It has to cover 1.500.000 € third party damage. And don’t forget your weights if necessary.

Hopefully around noon we can start jumping with those who are checked in.

What are our goals for this camp?

First of all we want everyone to get current again. We will be flying diamond formations only, mostly 4-
ways for the beginners and 9/8-ways for the more experienced and also 16-ways. It is more efficient to
fly multiple formations with run backs get more routine. If possible we will fly some 25-ways during the 
weekend if we can get a second plane.

Also we want to improve the technique flying in the echelon using as little space as possible, finding 
our proper set up position for the final approach and dock on the first attempt. That will enable us to 
save time during the built of our record formation.

Another focus will be to get rid of old habits. Many of us have developed a certain way to fly over the 
years. That way is not always the most efficient. So everyone has to be willing to change habits if ne-
cessary to adopt the technique that we want to use in our bigger formations. Of course it is not always 
easy to learn a new thing but if we stick to old fashioned ways of flying we will not improve to the level 
of skill that we need for the big one.

This year we are aiming for a 36-way in September and if things improve as they should a 49-way next
year.

So be prepared and willing to do what I takes!

Attention!     Don’t forget:

Everybody who wants to be an a record attempt in Poland will need a valid FAI-Licence from 
his/her NAC (national aero club). 

For the record camp at Piotrkow Trybunalski Percy will join us as an FAI judge

If you have not sent your filled out your questionaire and/or Enthaftungserklärung (PLEASE fill 
out the German version! The English version is only for your understanding) please do so As 
soon as Possible
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